
Labour Costs in Context

● Direct labour expenses for CAW members at the auto
manufacturers amount to less than 5 percent of the total
cost of designing, engineering, manufacturing, trans-
porting, and selling a new Canadian-made motor vehicle.

● The key factors determining the success of the North
American automakers are vehicle design, market share,
and price margins. Improvements on all three criteria
explain why all three firms (GM, Chrysler, and Ford) are
performing much better today than in previous years.

● A CAW production worker at the top of the pay scale cur-
rently earns slightly over $34 per hour. Wages have been
essentially frozen since 2008 – resulting in a decline in
real wages of about 8 percent during that time.

● Many CAW members at the automakers make less than
that, including new hires (who take 6 years to reach
full pay), temporary part-time workers, and other sup-
plemental workers. Skilled trades members (with
formal certifications as electricians, machinists, and
other trades) make higher wages.

● Autoworkers are also compensated with pension ben-
efits (which cost, on a current service basis, about
$4 per hour), and various health and supplementary
benefits (worth another $2-3 per hour). Actual total
compensation, therefore, amounts to slightly over
$40 per hour worked.

● Average labour productivity in the auto assembly
industry is $142 worth of value-added (GDP) per hour.

Auto assembly is one of the most productive industries
in Canada – and one of the few industries where
Canada enjoys a productivity advantage over the U.S.

● Auto analysts often refer to another measure of labour
costs in the auto sector, called “all-in labour costs.”
This measure is conceptually distinct from compensa-
tion. It includes the cost of payroll taxes (CPP, EI,
WSIB) paid to government by the auto companies. It
also includes the cost of plant downtime, vacations,
and other time not worked. It is thus very sensitive to
factors that are beyond the control of autoworkers:
such as weak demand conditions which may cause
plant downtime, hence boosting apparent costs per
hour worked.

● All-in labour costs for active CAW members at the auto
companies in Canada currently average just under $60
(Cdn.) per hour. This does not mean that autoworkers
make $60 per hour. This measure includes costs that
have nothing to do with compensation, and reflects
many factors (including plant utilization and working
hours) that autoworkers have no control over.

● Until recently, Canada was considered a low-cost man-
ufacturing jurisdiction in the auto industry. That
changed beginning in the mid-2000s, however, with
the take-off of the Canadian currency. Fuelled by oil
prices, the Canadian dollar has soared by 60% relative
to the U.S. in the last decade. Auto labour costs in
Canada have actually declined during that time. But
the soaring currency makes us look more expensive.

IN THE LEAD-UP TO AUTO TALKS THIS YEAR, many statements have been made by company officials and
some commentators regarding the level of labour costs in Canada’s auto assembly industry. Here are a few
points to keep in mind:



● At under $60 (Cdn.) per hour, all-in labour costs for
active CAW members are slightly higher (given current
exchange rates) than similar costs in the U.S., which
average in the high $50s (in U.S. dollars) across the
same three companies. When the dollar is at par with
the U.S. dollar, the gap is around 5%. When the
Canadian dollar is below par, then the gap is smaller.

● According to international agencies like the OECD, the
“fair value” for the Canadian dollar (based on “pur-
chasing power parity,” a comparison of nominal prices
and costs) is around 81 cents U.S. At that fair value,
active Canadian auto labour costs are significantly
lower than in the U.S. In real economic terms, there-
fore, Canada has a labour cost advantage in the auto
industry. An over-valued currency, however, elimi-
nates that advantage.

● Average labour productivity in Canadian assembly
plants is 5-10% higher than in U.S. plants. On a unit
labour cost basis, therefore, there is no cost disad-
vantage associated with Canadian autoworkers – even
with the currency at par (far above its fair value).

● Automakers charge Canadians significantly more for
new vehicles (a 10-20% price premium, on average)
than selling prices in the U.S. This is true even for
vehicles that are made in Canada. Our strong curren-
cy is the major reason for this premium in selling
prices. Automakers willingly charge Canadians more
for the same product – yet complain that nominal
wages (in all industries, not just auto) are higher here
than in the U.S.

● Average prices across the full range of consumer goods
and services are approximately 23% higher in Canada

than in the U.S. This means that real labour costs in
Canada (relative to domestic price levels) are lower in
Canada than in the U.S. Real labour costs are also
lower than in other leading auto jurisdictions such as
Germany and Japan.

● CAW members agreed to significant reductions in com-
pensation costs at all three companies (GM, Chrysler,
and Ford) as part of the 2009 restructuring of the
industry. The renegotiation of contracts at GM and
Chrysler was mandated at the time by government as
a condition of its support for both firms. At Ford, the
CAW voluntarily negotiated parallel savings to pre-
serve a “level playing field” in labour costs (consistent
with our tradition of “pattern bargaining”).

● The changes in 2009 included the elimination of sever-
al bonuses, the elimination of paid time off, reductions
in health care benefits, and other compensation reduc-
tions. In total, active labour costs were reduced by
several dollars per hour. In addition, several measures
were negotiated to reduce so-called “legacy costs”
associated with retired workers, including pension
changes and the creation of new trust funds to deliver
supplementary health care benefits to retirees.

● All three companies have dramatically improved their
profitability since 2009, especially on their North
American operations. Sacrifices by autoworkers in
Canada, combined with the continued quality and pro-
ductivity of our work, have been crucial to this
success. Autoworkers expect to share in the rebound
of the industry.

For a more detailed review of the methodology of measuring labour costs in the auto industry, please see How Much do
Autoworkers Really Make?, available at http://www.caw.ca/en/7367.htm.
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